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Abstract 

Large (observational) data sets typically present research opportunities, but also problems that 

can lead to false claims. In Big Data, the standard error of an average effect estimate goes to zero 

as sample size increases, so even small biases can lead to declared (but false) claims. In addition, 

the average of a treatment difference, a so called main effect, can be almost meaningless when 

there are interactions with confounders that create local variation in effect-sizes. Data miners 

need statistical methods that can deal simply and efficiently with these sources of bias. Here, we 

demonstrate use of a JMP add-in, Moving Median, and a new JMP platform, Local Control, for 

the analysis of two data sets. Our first case study illustrates reduction of bias in an environmental 

epidemiology data set. Our second study uses Local Control on a time series air quality example. 

By detecting interactions, data miners can produce more realistic and more relevant analyses that 

reduce the bias typically implied by the variety and heterogeneity of Big Data. Our results are 

somewhat surprising. Radon appears to protect against lung cancer and ozone appears to have 

little or no effect on acute mortality. 

Introduction 

We will conduct what is call a Local Control Analysis, LCA, Obenchain (2009, 2010), 

Obenchain and Young (2013), of two air quality data sets. Local Control Analysis first clusters 

the data set and then conducts a simple analysis within each cluster. The statistics coming from 

each cluster are then analyzed further. The whole analysis process can be subjected to a 

sensitivity analysis by varying how the steps of the analysis are conducted. We will use a simple 

difference within each cluster with our first data set, county levels of radon and lung cancer. We 

will use simple linear regression within the clusters for our second data set, daily deaths, air 

quality (ozone) and temperature. The second data set comes from London England. Once the 

simple statistics are computed, Local Treatment Differences for radon and Intercept and Slope 

for air quality, we determine if these treatment effects vary significantly across clusters. For that 

evaluation we use recursive partitioning. Finally, the entire process can be examined with a 

sensitivity analysis. There is a SAS JMP Add-In, Local Control, for automating steps in the 

analysis process, Wolfinger and Obenchain (2014). 

There is some controversy on the question of radon causing lung cancer. The Environmental 

Protection Agency cites two meta-analysis papers of case control studies, Darby et al. (2004) 

and Krewski et al. (2005), that support the claim that radon causes lung cancer. On the other 

hand, hormesis, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hormesis, is pointed to in support of the 

observation that low dose radon is protective against lung cancer. Of course smoking is the 
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important variable lurking in the radon data set. Local Control Analysis allows us to address 

smoking and other confounding variables. 

There are multiple papers on both sides of the radon/lung cancer question, Appleton (2007), 

Cohen (1989, 1995, 1997, 2008), National Research Council (1999), Internatinal Agencey 

for Research on Cancer (1998). For radon, using public sources, we built a data set where each 

record is for one US County; we have data for 2,881 counties. The variables used in our study 

are given in Table 1. Included are Mean values, standard deviation and p-values for simple 

linear regression predicting mortality. 

There are multiple papers on all sides of the ozone/acute deaths question, Bell et al. (2004), 

Young and Fogel (2013), Milojevic et al. (2014), Smith et al. (2009).  

The historic “London Smog” of 1952 and the associated deaths galvanized the public health 

interest in air quality and health effects. Much research finds an association between ozone and 

acute mortality, e.g. Bell (2004) and PM2.5 and acute mortality with temperature being an 

important covariate for both. Extreme temperatures are associated with increased mortality. 

There are papers asserting no association if covariates are controlled, most notably Chay et al. 

(2003) and Greven et al. (2011). Overall the literature is mixed. Our impression is that the 

results depend heavily on how well covariates are controlled. We turn out attention to a London 

ozone and temperature data set. 

 

Data Radon 

The presented study includes epidemiological and environmental data from 2,881 counties of the 

continental United States. The data was collected from various public sources. The data set 

includes U.S. county-level lung cancer mortality, current smoking, ever smoking, household 

income, obesity, population and housing, and the indoor radon data (NCI, 2015a; NCI, 2015b; 

U.S. Census Bureau, 2000; U.S. Census Bureau, 2015; Max Masnick, 2011; U.S. EPA, 

2014). The most current version of the radon data set can be obtained from Stan Young, 

stan.young@omicsoft.com.  

 

Data Ozone 

For air quality and mortality, we obtained the data set used by Bhaskaran et al. (2013) in their 

Education Corner on Time Series Regression. The data set covers the years 2002 to 2006, 5 

years, and includes daily ozone, temperature, relative humidity and deaths. We are in the process 

of rebuilding this data set. 
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For mortality, ozone, temperature and relative humidity, we also compute deviations from a time 

series smoother and also lag variables where the value is the value of the variable for the 

previous day. 

In the study of acute mortality, usually the interest is in changes in mortality, ozone and 

temperature. So each time series is smoothed and deviations from the time series smoother are 

computed. We use a JMP Add-In, Time Series Smoother written by Paul Fogel, Young and 

Fogel (2014). The smoother uses a window that moves across the time series. Within the 

window the middle day is the day at issue. We omit a window around the day at issue and use 

the median of the remaining days as the smoother. After some thought and experimentation we 

use a 21-day window and a five day window. Figure 1 shows the time series before and after the 

application of the smoother. It is clear that the seasonal and yearly trend has been removed. 

There is some literature support that the conditions of yesterday might have an effect today, so 

we build one day lag variables for Deaths, Ozone, Temperature and Relative Humidity, and 

Temperature. A regression analysis points to variables useful for clustering the data set, Figure 

2. D_Temperature (today), Deaths-1 (yesterday), and D_Temperature-1 (yesterday). The analysis 

also points to the possible importance of ozone-1 (yesterday), but does not indicate that today’s 

ozone level has much influence. If the ozone effect is real, it is very small. 

The most current London Ozone data set can be obtained from Stan Young, 

stan.young@omicsoft.com.  

 

Methods 

Local control, LC, analysis strategy, Obenchain (2009, 2010), Obenchain and Young (2013), 

for large, observational data sets is easily explained as it is a series of simple steps that together 

provide a coherent analysis strategy.  Nontechnical audiences with an understanding of 

clustering, simple differences, single predictor linear regression and histograms already know the 

basic technologies of the analysis strategy. Originally LC was designed to look at two treatments 

or a treatment and a control. LC starts by dividing data points without regard for their status as 

either treated or control, into many subgroups. The point is to assure that objects within a cluster 

are as alike as possible for their observed baseline x-characteristics. We will use hierarchical 

clustering. Next a simple difference between the two treatments is computed within each cluster:  

E[ (Y|t=1) - (Y|t=0)|X ],  

so that we have a single degree of freedom comparison, given X. We call this a “fair treatment 

comparison” and a local treatment difference, LTD. Next we display the LTDs in a histogram. 

Any cluster that contains only treated or only control patients is considered non-informative and 

omitted from further analysis. 
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The clustering and computing of LTDs can be thought of as “nonparametric preprocessing”. 

Specifically, for the observed y-outcome variable, LC creates a new, corresponding LTD 

variable that estimates the unknown, local, true counterfactual difference within each cluster. 

The objects within the clusters can be viewed as statistical clones. 

We can use simulation to evaluate the LTD distribution. Simply place the data points at random 

into an equal number of clusters with the same sample size and re-compute the LTD distribution. 

Repeat the simulation many times to get a smooth null distribution. There are a number of ways 

to statistically compare the two distributions, but usually a visual inspection is informative. 

The LTDs can be appended to the observations of their cluster thereby creating a new data set 

where the LTD is the variable of interest and the predictors, those used in clustering and other 

predictors, now become an analysis data set. This data set can be subjected to analysis by any 

suitable data analysis method, e.g. multiple linear regression, recursive partitioning, etc. We 

favor recursive partitioning. 

In the data from 2,881 US Counties, the Radon median is 2.01 and the mean is 3.0. We chose a 

cut point to define low and high radon exposure at 2.6 pCi/L. Our choice is arbitrary. The EPA 

indicates that the average home radon level is 1.3 pCi/L and they recommend remediation if the 

level is 4 pCi/L or higher. 

 

With the ozone data set, we replace the simple difference computation within each cluster with 

single variable linear regression and obtain an intercept and slope for each informative cluster. In 

our case the deviation of ozone, D_ozone, from a time series smoother is the predictor and 

D_mortality is the response. One can filter out clusters that are too small or do not have a good 

range for the predictor variable.  

A SAS JMP Add-In to do Local Control Analysis is available at 

https://community.jmp.com/docs/DOC-7453.  

A SAS JMP Add-In for time series smoother is available from Stan Young, 

stan.young@omicsoft.com. 

 

Results Radon 

In a preliminary analysis, we examined radon as a predictor of lung cancer and its overall 

regression coefficient was negative and highly significant (p-value < 10-44). The preliminary 

analysis was unadjusted for confounding variables.  

We now present the Local Control Analysis. Obesity(%), Age (%>=65) and Current Smoker(%) 

were used to cluster the data. These variable were selected for use in clustering as they are highly 

predictive of Lung Cancer Mortality. After clustering and computing the LTDs, we present 

histograms of the actual LTDs and the randomized LTDs, Figure 3. The distribution of lung 
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cancer incidence is different from the randomized distribution: the observed distribution is much 

more compact than the random distribution. 

To confirm that the difference in the distributions is real, we used recursive partitioning to see if 

the LTDs were predictable we computed a recursive partitioning analysis, 

JMP/analyze/modeling/partition. The terminal nodes of a regression tree are numbered 1 through 

7, Table 4. The first split is on age; those with a higher %>65 have a larger reduction in lung 

cancer. Counties with fewer current smokers have a greater reduction in lung cancer, Terminal 

Node 1. The trend continues for Nodes 2 and 3. So for Nodes 1-3, the lower the % current 

smokers the greater the reduction in lung cancer. Next we turn to the counties with lower than 

17.5% people over 65, Terminal Nodes 4 through 7. The lower the % currently smoke, the 

greater the reduction in lung cancer, reduction of 7.7% versus 4.5%. The lower the %Obese, the 

greater the reduction in lung cancer. The split giving rise to Terminal Nodes 4 and 5 indicates 

that the higher the %>65 the greater the reduction in lung cancer, although the difference is 

modest, -8.6 versus -7.1. In none of the terminal nodes, do we see an increase in lung cancer; the 

radon treatment effects are all negative. 

All of the p-values in the recursive partitioning analysis are remarkably small, 10-37 to 10-461. 

The correlation structure of this data set is remarkably complex. Partial correlations were 

computed using the SAS JMP Add-in Partial Correlation and are displayed in Figure 5. There is 

the expected strong positive partial correlation between Current Smoking and Lung Cancer 

Mortality. The surprise, of course, is the negative partial correlation of Radon and Lung Cancer 

Mortality. A bit confusing/potentially troubling is the small, positive partial correlation between 

Radon and Current Smoking (0.1370; p<0.0001). This observation suggests that regions with 

higher prevalence of Smoking tend to have higher indoor Radon levels which, according to the 

published literature (Band et al., 1980; U.S. EPA, 2015), should be expected to act in synergy 

and potentiate the adverse effects of Radon leading to a significantly elevated lung cancer risk 

(i.e., a strong positive relationship between indoor Radon and Lung Cancer Mortality). Our 

analyses show the opposite: a strong negative relationship between indoor Radon and Lung 

Cancer Mortality and, hence, no apparent evidence of potentiation/synergism between Radon 

and Current Smoking. Indeed, in Figure 4, when current smoking is high the effect of radon is 

still negative. 

In summary, the effect of radon on lowering Lung Cancer Mortality varies, but it holds up within 

clusters (that control for level of smoking). These results appear to be in contradiction to the two 

papers cited by the EPA. 

 

Results Ozone 

The ozone data set is clustered, 5 years and ~1,800 days, using the variables, Temperature 

(today), Deaths-1 (yesterday), and Temperature-1 (yesterday) into 35 clusters. In effect we are 



saying there are 35 kinds of days and within each day-type, the clustering variables are very 

similar. Of course as D_Deaths, D_ozone and D_ozone-1 were not used in the clustering, they 

are available to see if mortality and ozone are related. Within each cluster we compute a simple 

linear regression where D_Deaths is the dependent variable and yesterday’s ozone, D_ozone-1, 

is the independent variable. We output Intercepts and Slopes for each cluster. 

Figure 6 shows a histogram of the 35 intercepts, a p-value plot of their p-values testing for zero 

intercept, and a plot of the D_deaths versus D_ozone-1 for the one cluster where something 

appears to be going on. Intercept histogram has one outlier. Within that cluster as yesterday’s 

ozone goes up, the number of deaths goes down!  

Figure 7 gives a histogram of the slopes, and a p-value plot of the p-values testing that a slope is 

different from zero. There is no evidence that today’s daily deaths are affected by yesterday’s 

ozone. 

LCA of ozone and mortality is divided into two parts, intercept and slope, Figures 6 and 7. The 

intercept from simple linear regression within the clusters measures the base mortality effect 

across clusters. Recursive partitioning trees were computed for intercept and slope, Figures 8 

and 9. Complex relationships are uncovered for both, but ozone does not figure into the 

relationships with mortality. 

 

Discussion 

The effect of radon on lung cancer depends on age, currently smoking and obesity, but in 

essentially all cases the effect of higher radon is to lower incidence of lung cancer. These finding 

are in stark contrast to papers cited by the EPA.  

In this data set there is no effect of current ozone on current mortality. Simple linear regression 

indicates that Ozone-1 influences mortality and Local Control Analysis shows no evidence that 

yesterday’s ozone affects today’s mortality.  

Traditional statistical methods for observational data focus, almost exclusively, on the so-called 

average or “main-effect” of treatment. Because this measure is an average across potentially 

diverse situations, main effects can have quite limited utility. In medicine we have the current 

tension between the public health of populations in contrast to individualized medicine. In the 

real world, the answer to any complex question is most likely to be “it depends”. Local Control 

Analysis shows how the answers to the radon and the ozone questions change with the situation. 

In both cases we get surprising results. Radon appears to be protective against lung cancer. Any 

ozone effect on acute more mortality, if present at all, is small relative to other factors.  
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Tables and Figures  

Table 1. Variables used in radon analysis, n=2881. 

 

 

Figure 1. Time series plots of daily deaths before and after application  

                of a moving median time series smoother. 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2. Simple Linear Regression predicting D_Deaths, deviation of daily mortality from 

moving median. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Random and observed Local Treatment Differences. Note that virtually all of the 

observed LTDs are negative, indicating a protective effect. 

 

 

 



Figure 4. Recursive Partitioning analysis of radon data. 

 

Figure 5. Partial correlation diagram for radon data. 

 



Figure 6. Results for ozone intercept analysis. 

 

Figure 7. Results for ozone slope analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 8. Recursive Partitioning analysis of ozone for intercept. 

 

 

Figure 9. Recursive Partitioning analysis of ozone data for slope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


